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Abstract
We present a general and model-independent method to obtain an effective Markovian quantum kinetic equation for the expectation value of a slowly evolving scalar
field in an adiabatically evolving background from first principles of nonequilibrium
quantum field theory. The method requires almost no assumptions about the field’s
interactions and the composition of the background, except that 1) the coupling
constants shall be small enough for perturbation theory to be applicable, 2) there
is a clear separation between microphysical time scales and the rate at which bulk
properties change, and 3) higher time derivatives of the field remain small. The resulting Markovian equation of motion is expressed in terms of an effective potential
and friction coefficients. Motivated by cosmological applications we focus on spatially homogeneous and isotropic systems, but the approach could also be applied to
spatial gradients.
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1

Introduction

Scalar and pseudoscalar fields play an important role in many areas of science. Prominent examples include the Landau theory of phase transitions [1], the Ising model [2, 3],
the Landau-Ginzburg theory of superconductivity [4] or the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism [5–7]. With a Wilsonian approach to renormalisation [8], they can be used to effectively describe many macroscopic properties of quantum systems that are controlled by
order parameters [9], such as superconductivity and magnetic properties. Scalar fields also
play an important role in theories beyond the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics,
and in particular in cosmology. For instance, they may explain the strong CP-problem
[10], are candidates for Dark Matter [11–14] or Dark Energy [15–18] and can drive cosmic
inflation [19–22]. The low-energy effective description of string theory and other theories
involving extra dimensions generally include numerous scalar fields, called moduli, that
parameterize the properties of the compactified internal dimensions (see e.g. [23, 24] for a
review).
It has been known for a long time that coupling to a time-dependent background leads to
the production of particles [25]. If the time evolution is non-adiabatic, the non-perturbative
particle production is unavoidable and usually described by the Bogoljubov-Valatin transformation [26, 27]. However, there are many situations in which the bulk properties of the
system evolve slowly with respect to other relevant microscopic time scales, such as the frequencies of elementary excitations in the system under consideration. On general grounds
one would expect that the evolution of the bulk properties can effectively be described by
Markovian equations that include effective friction terms and effective potentials. Considerable effort has been made in different areas of science to derive quantum kinetic equations
of this kind, cf. Refs. [28, 29] for reviews.
Many of these works are concerned with the evolution of particle occupation numbers,
cf. e.g. [30–38]. The present work is focused on the evolution of mean fields in the context
of relativistic quantum field theory, which has also been the subject of several studies in the
past. The authors of [39–42] primarily focus on the regime where a scalar field φ is placed
in a thermal bath and performs oscillatory motion. They obtain Markovian equations
when the elongation is small enough to linearise the equation of motion, so that these
oscillations are harmonic. This approach can be extended to the mildly non-linear regime
[43]. In [44–48] the case of a slowly evolving scalar field φ is studied using similar methods
as employed here, but the authors restrict themselves to specific models, perform a Taylor
expansion around the ground state in field space, and assume that the background is in
thermal equilibrium. The present work generalises this approach in a model independent
way. The method requires no assumption about the spin of the degrees of freedom that
the field under consideration couples to, nor on the type of their interactions, and no
quasiparticle approximation is needed.
We consider the expectation value ϕ = hφi of a real scalar field φ to illustrate our
approach. Quantum fluctuations of φ around the expectation value ϕ are described by a
field η which we define as φ = ϕ + η. This example has a number of direct applications
in cosmology, such as the evolution of the inflaton field during [49, 50] and after [51–
2

58] cosmic inflation, the evolution of moduli fields in the post-inflationary epoch [59–
61] or cosmic phase transitions [62]. Motivated by these cosmological applications we
restrict ourselves to homogeneous and isotropic systems and only consider the evolution in
time, noting that spatial gradients could be treated in an analogous manner. Beyond the
domain of cosmology, the approach presented here may be applied to any system that can
effectively be described by scalar fields, including systems in condensed matter or atomic
physics. Explicit examples for systems described by scalar field theory that can exhibit
both, adiabatic and non-adiabatic behaviour, include [63–67].
Our main assumption is that ϕ changes sufficiently slowly such that the expansion
ϕ(t0 )n = ϕ(t)n + n(t0 − t)ϕ̇(t)ϕ(t)n−1 + O[ϕ̈] ,

(1)

can be justified inside loop integrals. The physical interpretation of this assumption is that
ϕ(t) does not change much in the course of a single interaction. Mathematically it relies on
the observation that ϕ(t) in collision integrals is always convolved with other functions that
can be expressed as products of correlators, and that those convolutions are suppressed for
separations of the time arguments that are much larger than the typical microscopic time
scale τint in the system. They therefore act as “window functions” in time that suppress
contributions to memory integrals for large separations  τint of the arguments, leading to
equations that are effectively local in time. In the following we outline a general method
to derive an effective quantum kinetic equation of the form1
X
ϕ̈ +
Γϕ(n) ϕ̇n + ∂ϕ Vϕ = 0.
(2)
(n)

Here Vϕ is an effective potential for ϕ, and the Γϕ represent friction coefficients.
This article is organised as follows. In Sec. 2 we review basic ingredients of the two
particle irreducible (2PI) effective action formalism, roughly following Ref. [72]. In Sec. 3
we present our main result, a master formula for the derivation of a Markovian equation
of motion for ϕ. In Sec. 4 we provide a diagrammatic interpretation of the leading friction
coefficient. In Sec. 5 we explicitly compute this term in a specific model. In Sec. 6 we
conclude. In Appendix A we discuss the range of validity of our approach in some more
detail.

2

2PI formalism for an interacting scalar

We consider a model with an unspecified number of real scalar fields Φa . We make no
assumptions on their interactions except that the coupling constants shall be small enough
that perturbation theory can be applied. For simplicity we assume that only one of the Φa
1

Based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem one may expect noise terms on the right hand side of
(2). The reason why they do not appear is that the definition of ϕ = hφi ≡ Tr(%φ) includes an average
over statistical fluctuations included in the von Neumann density operator %. A noise term indeed appears
in the equation of motion for non-averaged quantities, cf. [28, 29]. For the specific example of the field φ
it yields a Langevin type equation that has e.g. been discussed in Refs. [39, 45, 68–71].
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has a non-vanishing expectation value. We identify that field with φ from Sec. 1 and label
the expectation value by ϕ. Lifting this assumption is straightforward, but complicates
the equations considerably. The generating functional reads

 
Z
Z
Z
1
Rab (x, y)Φa (x)Φb (y) .
(3)
Z[J, R] = DΦ exp i S[Φ] + Ja (x)Φa (x) +
2 xy
x
Here Φ without index collectively refers to the set {Φa }, and Ja and Rab are sources. S[Φ]
is the classical action, for simplicity we assume that it has been brought in a form with
1
µ
canonical kinetic terms, S[Φ]
R = 2R∂µRΦa3∂ Φa − V (Φ), where V (Φ) contains all interaction
terms between the fields. x = C d x is a 4-dimensional spacetime integral, and C a
time-path that is to be chosen to suit the problem of interest. We obtain the 2PI effective
action from W [J, R] = −i ln Z[J, R] by performing a double Legendre transform of W [J, R]
with respect to the sources2
Z
Z
1
1
ϕa (x)ϕb (y)Rab (x, y) − Tr[∆R].
(4)
Γ[ϕ, ∆] = W [J, R] − ϕa (x)Ja (x) −
2 xy
2
x
From the 2PI effective action we can obtain the equations of motion for ϕ as well as all
correlation functions ∆ab (x, y) = hTC Φa (x)Φb (y)i with time ordering along the contour C.
It is convenient to split Γ[ϕ, ∆] into a tree level part S[ϕ], a one-loop correction Γ1 [ϕ, ∆]
and a piece that contains all terms with two or more loops Γ2 [ϕ, ∆],
Γ[ϕ, ∆] ≡ S[ϕ] + Γloop [ϕ, ∆] = S[ϕ] + Γ1 [ϕ, ∆] + Γ2 [ϕ, ∆].

(5)

Note here that only Γloop is a functional of ∆. S[ϕ] is sometimes referred to as the classical
action, though it really is the classical action functional with all fields Φa replaced by their
quantum and statistical expectation values hΦa i. The one-loop term corresponds to the
correction that leads to the Coleman-Weinberg potential [73] and can be evaluated as

 i
i
[ϕ]
∆
Γ1 [ϕ, ∆] = Tr ln ∆−1 + Tr G−1
0
2
2

(6)

where G−1
0,ab [ϕ] are the inverse tree-level operators of the shifted action
iG−1
0,ab [ϕ](x, y) ≡

δ 2 S[Φ]
δΦa (x)δΦb (y)

.

(7)

hΦi

The subscript hΦi indicates that all fields are to be evaluated at their expectation values.
Note here that the operators G−1
0,ab [ϕ] are to be interpreted and dealt with as explicit
ϕ−dependent contributions to the 2PI effective action. Partial functional derivatives with
respect to ϕ act on G−1
0,ab [ϕ]. The ∆ab (x, y), which represent the full (resummed) connected
two-point functions, are formally regarded as independent dynamical variables with respect
2

Here the trace operator implicitly sums over all field degrees of freedom labels, and integrates spacetime
arguments.
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to the one-point functions in the 2PI formalism, as they stem from the J- and R- Legendre
transforms independently.
The equation of motion for ϕ can now be obtained by functional differentiation,
0=

δS[ϕ] δΓloop [ϕ, ∆]
δΓloop [ϕ, ∆]
δΓ[ϕ, ∆]
=
+
= −ϕ(x) − ∂ϕ V [ϕ(x)] +
.
δϕ(x)
δϕ(x)
δϕ(x)
δϕ(x)

(8)

Similarly, the equations of motion for the two-point functions are obtained from
δΓ[ϕ, ∆]
= 0.
δ∆ab (x, y)

(9)

From Eq. (5), the equation of motion (9) becomes
−1
∆−1
ab (x, y) = G0,ab [ϕ](x, y) − Πab [ϕ, ∆](x, y) ,

(10)

with the self-energies
Πab [ϕ, ∆](x, y) = 2i

δΓ2 [ϕ, ∆]
.
δ∆ab (x, y)

(11)

By convolving
P R −1Eq. (10) with ∆bc (z, y) (i.e. integrating over z and summing over b) and
using b z ∆ab (x, z)∆bc (z, y) = δac δC (x − y), one obtains a Schwinger-Dyson equation
XZ
XZ
−1
G0,ab [ϕ](x, z)∆bc (z, y) −
Πab (x, z; ϕ, ∆)∆bc (z, y) = δac δC (x − y) .
(12)
b

z

b

z

Here δC (x−y) is the four-dimensional delta function with time arguments on the contour C.
In the 2PI formalism one- and two-point functions are a priori independent quantities. For
instance, for a system with only one scalar field, Γ[ϕ, ∆] is a functional of two independent
functions ϕ and ∆, which obey the equations (8) and (12). Practically these equations
are solved perturbatively by expressing Γloop and Π in terms of Feynman diagrams, i.e.,
integrals over products made of ∆ and ϕ. The equations of motion (8) and (12) then
form a set of coupled integro-differential equations for the two functions ∆ and ϕ. The
solution of Eq. (12) at any given order in perturbation theory can formally be expressed as
a functional of ϕ. This solution ∆[ϕ] is the fully resummed propagator in the presence of a
background field ϕ. When plugging ∆[ϕ] back into (8), we obtain a generating functional
Γ[ϕ, ∆[ϕ]] for ϕ at the desired order in perturbation theory.3 The implicit dependence of
the solution ∆[ϕ] on ϕ has no effect on the functional derivative in (8),
Z
δ∆ab [ϕ](x, y)
∂Γ[ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
∂Γ[ϕ, ∆]
δΓ[ϕ, ∆]
δΓ[ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
=
+
=
(13)
δϕ(z)
∂ϕ(z)
δϕ(z)
δϕ(z)
xy ∂∆ab (x, y)
∆[ϕ]
∆[ϕ]
|
{z
}
=0 by virtue of Eq.(9)

and the resulting equation of motion remains the same. The same conclusion can be drawn
if we had solved for ϕ first.
3

In contrast to Γ[ϕ, ∆] in (12), Γ[ϕ, ∆[ϕ]] cannot be used as a generating functional for ∆ anymore
since ∆[ϕ] already is the solution of its 2PI equation of motion.
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3

Markovian equation for a slowly evolving scalar

We now proceed to derive a Markovian equation of motion for ϕ from Γ[ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]. This does
not require explicit knowledge of the solution ∆[ϕ], we only need to use the fact that the
resummed propagator can formally be expressed as a functional of ϕ, and that ϕ changes
slow enough that the gradient expansion (1) can be applied inside loop integrals. We start
with a functional Taylor expansion of Γ[ϕ, ∆[ϕ]] around a point ϕ̄ in functional space, such
that ϕ = ϕ̄ + δ ϕ̄ and
∂Γloop [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
∂Γloop [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
=
∂ϕ(x)
∂ϕ(x)
ϕ̄+δ ϕ̄
ϕ̄




Z
Z
∞
n
X
Y
1
∂Γloop [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
δn
0
3
+
dxi d xi δ ϕ̄(xi )
n!
δϕ(x1 ) · · · δϕ(xn )
∂ϕ(x)
C
n=1
i=1

.
ϕ̄

(14)

Here the partial functional derivatives ∂/∂ϕ only apply to the explicit dependence of Γloop ,
not to the implicit dependence through ∆[ϕ]. Diagrammatically the series (14) corresponds
to expanding the ϕ-dependent vertices and propagators in loop integrals around their values
at some reference point ϕ̄. This can be used as a perturbative approximation if a truncation
at finite order can be justified. This is always the case if one is only interested in small
deviations δ ϕ̄ from ϕ̄. Such a small field expansion is widely used in the literature. The
disadvantage is that the validity of this approximation is, by definition, only justified for a
limited range of field excursions. There are, however, many situations in which one wants
to track the evolution of the field over macroscopic times, such as cosmic inflation.
In the present work we take an alternative approach that utilises the fact that the
functions with which ϕ is convolved in the memory integrals are suppressed for separations
of the time arguments that are larger than some characteristic time τint . For this purpose
we identify ϕ̄ with the constant function that takes the value of the self-consistent solution
of the equation of motion evaluated at the reference time t, ϕ̄ = ϕ(t). Here t ≡ x0 set
by the local time argument of the equation of motion. Usually τint is closely related to
the microscopic time scales in the system. The precise value of τint and the functional
form of the suppression are model dependent, cf. appendix A. A conservative choice is to
identify τint with the relaxation time scale of the degrees of freedom that φ couples to [34],
i.e., the time associated with partial memory loss, which in general is considerably shorter
than the time scale on which full thermal equilibrium is established. For τint ϕ̇/ϕ  1 one
can apply the approximation (1) inside the integrals, which effectively makes the equation
(14) local in time. This does not imply any restriction on the field excursion because the
expansion can be applied locally at each moment t = x0 . We can therefore approximate
δ ϕ̄(xi ) = ϕ̇(t)(x0i − t) to bring the equation of motion (8) into the form (2),
ϕ̈ +

+∞
X
n=1

Γϕ(n) ϕ̇n + ∂ϕ Vϕ = 0

6

(15)

with
∂ϕ Vϕ = ∂ϕ V (ϕ(t)) −

∂Γloop [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
∂ϕ(x)

(16)
ϕ̄

and
n

Γ(n)
ϕ

1 Y
=−
n! i=1

Z
C

dx0i (x0i

− t)

Z

3

d xi



δn
δϕ(x1 ) · · · δϕ(xn )



∂Γloop [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
∂ϕ(x)


.

(17)

ϕ̄

δn

Here it is important to note that the factor δϕ(x1 )···δϕ(xn ) is to be understood as a total
functional derivative which acts both on ϕ directly and also on ∆[ϕ].
A few comments are in place. First, it is worthwhile noting that, while the expansion
used here formally enables one to include terms of all orders in ϕ̇, it neglects higher derivatives of ϕ. The second derivative ϕ̈ will introduce a correction to the kinetic term, which
in principle can be included in a straightforward way [74]. We do not consider these terms
here because they correspond to a perturbative correction to a term that already exists
in the classical action. This is in contrast to the friction term, which only appears once
loop corrections are included. Higher derivatives can lead to spurious behaviour in the
truncated local equations. However, if the theory at a fundamental level is well behaved,
these problems can be kept under control if the derivative expansion is done carefully [75].
Second, it turns out to be crucial that we formulated the equations in the 2PI framework.
At the level of exact equations, all n-particle irreducible (nPI) effective actions must give
the same results for physical observables. However, at any finite order in the loop expansion, the different nPI effective actions correspond to different resummation and truncation
schemes, and they can give different results. As we will show explicitly in Eq. (59), the
inclusion of self-energies inside the loops is crucial. This feature would not be captured in
the 1PI formalism unless a resummation of the propagators is done by hand [48].

4

Interpretation of the leading friction term

In the previous section we have derived a Markovian master equation (15) for ϕ. Equations
(16) and (17) provide a recipe to compute the coefficients. The only assumption required is
that the approximation (1) can be used, i.e., that τint ϕ̇/ϕ  1. This assumption is crucial
in two ways. First, it makes each term in the expansion (14) local in time. Second, the
smallness of ϕ̇ serves as justification to consider only a finite number of terms (17). In the
following we study the properties of the coefficients to gain insight into their microphysical
interpretation without resorting to a specific model. For this purpose it is instructive to
(1)
explicitly consider the truncation of (2) that only includes the leading term Γϕ ≡ Γϕ , i.e.
ϕ̈ + Γϕ ϕ̇ + ∂ϕ V = 0.

(18)

In the present context this truncation can be justified because ϕ evolves slowly, such that
higher powers of ϕ̇ can be considered subdominant.
7

For small field values an effective equation of the form (18) can also be obtained from
(8) and (14) without the approximation (1) by truncating the expansion in δϕ at linear
order [39, 40]. We consider the situation that the ground state is at ϕ = 0, in which case
the truncation implies that propagators ∆ are in good approximation independent of ϕ.
Then (8) takes the form of a Langevin equation with vanishing noise term (cf. footnote 1),
which can be solved by means of linear response theory [76, 77]. The linear response here
implies that the feedback of ϕ on the mode functions of φ and other fields is neglected,
i.e., ϕ is exposed to Brownian motion due to its coupling to other field modes, but does
not affect those.
We compute Γϕ from the lowest order term in our expression (17), which was derived
by using (1), but without limiting the field excursion, and therefore is valid beyond the
linear response regime. For the following discussion we split
Z Z
[1]
[2]
[i]
Γϕ = Γϕ + Γϕ , Γϕ =
d3 x1 dx01 (x01 − t) Π[i]
(19)
ϕ (x1 , x)
C

with
∂ 2 Γloop [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
,
= −
∂ϕ(x1 )∂ϕ(x) ϕ̄
XZ Z
∂ 2 Γloop [ϕ, ∆]
[2]
Πϕ (x1 , x) = −
∂∆ab (y, z)∂ϕ(x)
y z
a,b

Π[1]
ϕ (x1 , x)

(20)

∆[ϕ]

δ∆ab [ϕ](y, z)
δϕ(x1 )

!
.

(21)

ϕ̄

This splitting makes explicit that the friction coefficient receives two contributions. The
[1]
first term, Πϕ comes from the explicit ϕ-dependence of Γloop , which in the perturbative
expansion is due to the ϕ-dependent vertices that appear in the action when splitting φ =
[2]
ϕ + η. The second term, Πϕ , comes from the ϕ-dependence of the resummed propagators
∆[ϕ] in the loop expansion. This second term is absent when feedback is neglected because
it quantifies the effect that the evolution of ϕ has on the constituents of the plasma.
To obtain a microphsical interpretation of the dissipative term Γϕ we first consider the
case where φ resides in an environment that is in thermal equilibrium, and the deviation
from its ground state is small in the sense of linear response discussed after (18). Then the
friction term Γϕ can simply be obtained from thermal field theory, cf. e.g. [39, 43, 45, 47, 68–
71]. This can e.g. be justified if the temperature T is much larger than ϕ, or if the bath
contains sufficiently many degrees of freedom, so that the effect of the ϕ-evolution on the
temperature of the bath can be neglected. Then V and Γϕ can be related to the real and
imaginary parts of retarded self-energies in thermal field theory, evaluated at multiples
of the oscillation frequency, cf. e.g. Refs. [47, 48, 69, 70] for explicit derivations. In this
case one can apply the optical theorem at finite temperature, which relates the imaginary
part of self-energies to cuts through Feynman diagrams [78–83], and Γϕ can be interpreted
in terms of the creation of particles [40] and interactions with the constituents of the
thermal bath medium [39, 78]. This provides an intuitive interpretation of the friction in
terms of microphysical processes, as the different cuts can represent decays and scatterings
8

amongst quasiparticles that transfer energy between the different constituents of a system
[52, 69, 78, 84].
An important consequence of the finite temperature cutting rules is that local diagrams
cannot contribute to dissipation in thermal field theory. More generally, any contribution
[i]
to Πϕ (x1 , x) that contains a δ(x01 − t) cannot contribute to Γϕ because of the convolution
with (x01 − t) in Eq. (19). Based on this one may naively expect that Γ1 [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]] in (5)
cannot contribute to Γϕ , and dissipation solely comes from the non-local term Γ2 [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]].
The latter is, however, not true because in a time-dependent background the situation is
more subtle. The reason is that Γ1 comprises diagrams that are not truly local: Through
the resummation effects they include integrations over time and nested nonlocalities. More
[1]
precisely, the statement that Γ1 does not contribute to dissipation holds for the term Πϕ
[2]
in (19) that is also present when feedback is neglected, but not for the additional term Πϕ
that arises due to feedback.
[1]
The Γ1 contribution to Πϕ (x1 , x2 ) is given by
!
Z Z
2 −1
0
2
X
∂
G
[ϕ](z,
z
)
i
∂
Γ
[ϕ,
∆[ϕ]]
1
0,ab
, (22)
=−
∆ab [ϕ](z, z 0 )
Π[1]
ϕ (x1 , x) ⊃ −
∂ϕ(x1 )∂ϕ(x) ϕ̄
2 a,b z z0
∂ϕ(x1 )∂ϕ(x)
ϕ̄

where partial derivatives only act on G−1
0,ab [ϕ] as explained below Eq. (7). Using the defini−1
0
tion of G0,ab [ϕ](z, z ), we find
!
0
∂ 2 iG−1
1
∂2
∂ 2 S[Φ]
0,ab [ϕ](z, z )
=
∂ϕ(x1 )∂ϕ(x)
2 ∂ϕ(x1 )∂ϕ(x) ∂Φa (z)∂Φb (z 0 ) hΦi
∼ δC (z − z 0 )δC (z − x1 )δC (z − x).

(23)
[1]

By putting the last two equations together, we see that the Γ1 contribution to Πϕ (x1 , x)
[1]
ends up being proportional to δC (x01 − t) which, once convolved with the (x01 − t) of Γϕ ,
[1]
vanishes. Thus, we can replace Γloop by Γ2 in Πϕ and conclude that only non-local 2PI
diagrams, which contain at least two separate vertices depending on the background field,
[1]
can give a non-vanishing contribution to the damping rate Γϕ .
[2]
However, the one-loop term Γ1 does contribute to Γϕ through Πϕ (x1 , x). We first note
[2]
that Πϕ (x1 , x) in (21) is an integral of a product of two factors. We then work out how
these two factors are dealt with in practice, focusing on the Γ1 contribution. Using Eqs. (6)
and (7), we find for the first factor in (21)
!
∂ 2 Γ1 [ϕ, ∆]
∂ 2 S[Φ]
1 ∂
=
∼ δC (y − z)δC (y − x).
(24)
∂∆ab (y, z)∂ϕ(x) ∆[ϕ] 2 ∂ϕ(x) ∂Φa (y)∂Φb (z) hΦi
With the help of Eq. (10), together with the relation δA = −Aδ(A−1 )A valid for small
perturbations δA around any invertible operator A, the second factor can be written as


δ∆ab [ϕ](y, z)
δ∆−1
=− ∆
∆
[ϕ](y, z), (in the matrix product sense)
δϕ(x1 )
δϕ(x1 )
ab
9

=−


−1
0 0
0 0
0 b0 [ϕ](y , z )
δ
G
[ϕ](y
,
z
)
−
Π
0
0
a
0,a b
∆b0 b [ϕ](z 0 , z).
∆aa0 [ϕ](y, y 0 )
δϕ(x
)
0
1
z

XZ Z
a0 b0

y0

(25)
The latter is made of two terms, functional derivatives of G−1
0 [ϕ] and of Π[ϕ]. Taking the
product of them with Eq. (24) above, we see that both can lead to nonvanishing contributions to the damping rate, which originate from “local” one-loop diagrams. The reason is
that they include integrations over time and nested nonlocalities through the resummation
effects that we implemented in the last equation when interting the 2PI Schwinger-Dyson
equation of motion. If one interprets these terms as higher order corrections in the small
field expansion within the 1PI scheme, they can be interpreted in terms of elementary
processes by applying cutting rules [48]. The advantage of the approach in the present
work is that it is valid beyond the small field expansion.

5

A simple example

For illustrative purposes, and to allow for a direct comparison with the literature, we apply
our method to the same Z2 −symmetric theory4 that has been studied in [48] by means of
a small field expansion. Consider the action

Z 
1 2 2 1
1 2 2 h 2 2
1
µ
µ
∂µ φ∂ φ − mφ φ + ∂µ χ∂ χ − mχ χ − φ χ − Lχint ,
(26)
S[φ, χ] =
2
2
2
4
x 2
where φ is the field of nonvanishing expectation value ϕ = hφi with φ = ϕ + η. We
choose C to be the Closed Time-Path of the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism shown in Fig. 1,
often referred to as Closed Time-Path [85–88]. We want to determine the contributions
Φ+

tf → ∞

ti = 0

Ret
Φ−
Figure 1: The Closed Time-Path (CTP) of the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism

[1]

[2]

Πϕ and Πϕ to the friction coefficient Γϕ (19) from Eqs. (20) and (21) in the model (26).
In order to obtain analytical results we make a number of simplifying assumptions. We
assume that hχi = 0, and that all degrees of freedom in the system except ϕ reside in
thermal equilibrium with temperature T at all times. This equilibrium is established by
the interactions in Lχint on time scales τeq with τint  τeq  ϕ/ϕ̇ , which could e.g. be
4

Z2 −symmetric theories with only one nonvanishing expectation value are computationally very convenient because there is no mixing between the particle species and the associated resummed propagators.
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realised through a hierarchy between h and the coupling constants in Lχint . We further
assume that T remains constant, which amounts to neglecting the effect that the dissipation
of energy from ϕ into particles has on the temperature. Physically this can e.g. be realised
if Lχint couples χ to a sufficiently large thermal bath. Hence, all time dependence in the
system comes from the coupling to ϕ(t) alone. We emphasise that this does not restrict
the validity of the analysis to the linear response regime because we make no assumption
on the elongation of ϕ at initial time, and we do take into account the feedback effect that
the change in ϕ(t) has on effective masses and vertices in the plasma.
[1]
We first start by evaluating Πϕ from (20). As shown after Eq. (23), Γϕ does not receive
[1]
a contribution from Γ1 through Πϕ because of the convolution with (x01 − t) in Eq. (19).
We therefore focus on Γ2 [ϕ, ∆] which up to three-loop level reads
Z
i
Γ2 [ϕ, ∆] = − 2 (−ih) ∆ηη (x, x)∆χχ (x, x)
2 x
Z
i
− 2
(−ihϕ(x)) (−ihϕ(y)) ∆2χχ (x, y)∆ηη (x, y)
2 x,y
Z
i
(−ih)2 ∆2ηη (x, y)∆2χχ (x, y) .
(27)
− 3
2 x,y
Diagrammatically, it contains three diagrams, which we depict in Fig. 2.
×

×

Figure 2: 2PI diagrams which contribute to Γ2 [ϕ, ∆] at three-loop order. Solid (resp. dashed)
lines represent full η (resp. χ) -propagators. Black circles and crosses respectively represent
couplings −ih and attachments of ϕ.

Looking at Fig. 2, it is clear that only the setting-sun diagram with two couplings to
the external background ϕ can contribute because the partial functional derivative in (20)
only acts on the explicit factors ϕ at the vertices, not on the implicit ϕ-dependence of the
propagators. Calculating it explicitly, we obtain
−

∂ 2 Γ2 [ϕ, ∆[ϕ]]
∂ϕ(x1 )∂ϕ(x)

ϕ̄

=−

ih2 2
∆ [ϕ̄](x, x1 )∆ηη [ϕ̄](x, x1 ),
2 χχ

(28)

which still has to be convolved with (x01 −t) to obtain the final contribution to Γϕ . The loop
integrals are to be evaluated with full propagators, but with ϕ = ϕ̄, i.e., in a (locally) static
background. This diagram has been studied before in Ref. [48] with the approximation
(1), and the resulting contribution to Γϕ reads


h2 T 2
Mη
[1]
Γϕ '
log
, for T  Mη  Mχ ,
(4π)3 Mη
Mχ
11

Γ[1]
ϕ

h2 T 2
'
log
(4π)3 Mχ



Mχ
Mη


, for T  Mχ  Mη ,

(29)

h 2
T . This term can be interpreted as dissipation from
where Ma2 = m2a + δaχ h2 ϕ̄2 + 24
scatterings with χ-quanta in the thermal bath by making connection to thermal field theory
[52, 89]. As expected, the friction coefficient grows with T 2 due to the larger number of
scattering partners at higher temperature.
[2]
We now move on to compute the contribution to Γϕ from Πϕ , which includes contributions from both, Γ1 and Γ2 . Starting from (21), we first evaluate the functional derivative
of the propagator ∆ with respect to ϕ using the same technique as for Eq.(25)


δ G−1
δ G−1
δ∆−1 [ϕ]
δ∆[ϕ]
0 −Π
0
= −∆[ϕ]
∆[ϕ] = −∆[ϕ]
∆[ϕ] ' −∆[ϕ]
∆[ϕ] , (30)
δϕ(x1 )
δϕ(x1 )
δϕ(x1 )
δϕ(x1 )

where in the last step we kept only the leading tree-level contribution, which dominates
the one of the self-energy because
ϕ appears with additional powers of h and loop factors

in the self-energy ( δ G−1
δϕ(x
1 ) > |δΠ/δϕ(x1 )|). Using this result, we calculate at
0
leading order in the coupling constant h
#
"
Z
Z
2
XZ
∂
Γ
[ϕ,
∆]
δ∆
(y,
z)
loop
ab
d3 x1 Π[2]
d3 x1
ϕ (x1 , x) = −
δϕ(x1 )
y,z ∂ϕ(x)∂∆ab (y, z) ∆[ϕ]
a,b
ϕ̄
#

Z
Z
Z "
−1
δ G0,χχ [ϕ](u, v)
∂ 2 Γloop [ϕ, ∆]
3
∆χχ [ϕ](y, u)
∆χχ [ϕ](v, z)
' d x1
∂ϕ(x)∂∆χχ (y, z) ∆[ϕ] u,v
δϕ(x1 )
y,z
ϕ̄
#
Z
Z "
2
∂ Γloop [ϕ, ∆]
= ihϕ̄ d3 x1
∆χχ [ϕ](y, x1 )∆χχ [ϕ](x1 , z) . (31)
∂ϕ(x)∂∆χχ (y, z) ∆[ϕ]
y,z
ϕ̄

Here we have used the explicit expression
iG−1
0,ηη (x, y) =
iG−1
0,χχ [ϕ](x, y) =

δ 2 S[φ, χ]
δφ(x)δφ(y)
δ 2 S[φ, χ]
δχ(x)δχ(y)

(32)

(φ,χ)=(ϕ,0)


= − x + m2φ δC (x − y),

(33)

(φ,χ)=(ϕ,0)


= − x + Mχtree (x)2 δC (x − y) ,

q
where Mχtree (x) = m2χ + h2 ϕ(x)2 and only iG−1
0,χχ [ϕ](x, y) depends on ϕ. δC is the fourdimensional delta function on the closed time-contour.
[2]
Now we separately study the contributions from Γ1 and Γ2 to Πϕ , and we shall argue
that the one of Γ2 is suppressed compared to that of Γ1 . Indeed, we compute
"
#
∂ 2 Γ1 [ϕ, ∆]
h
= − ϕ̄δab δbχ δC (y − z)δC (x − y),
(34)
∂ϕ(x)∂∆ab (y, z) ∆[ϕ]
2
ϕ̄
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and
"

∂ 2 Γ2 [ϕ, ∆]
∂ϕ(x)∂∆ab (y, z)

#
=
∆[ϕ] ϕ̄

i
ih2 ϕ̄ h
δC (x − y) + δC (x − z) ×
(35)
4
i
h
2
× 2∆χχ (y, z)∆ηη (y, z)δaχ δab + ∆χχ (y, z)δaη δab ) ,

from where it is obvious that the piece from Γ1 is dominant from both, the loop and
coupling constant expansions viewpoints. Therefore, we approximate
"Z
#
Z
Z
2
∂
Γ
[ϕ,
∆]
1
d3 x1
d3 x1 Π[2]
∆χχ [ϕ](y, x1 )∆χχ [ϕ](x1 , z) .
ϕ (x1 , x) ' ihϕ̄
y,z ∂ϕ(x)∂∆χχ (y, z) ∆[ϕ]
ϕ̄

(36)
Since we are dealing with a homogeneous and isotropic system, all quantities can only
depend on the difference between the spatial coordinates, and we can perform a Fourier
transform in this difference,
"Z
#
Z
3
3
ih2 ϕ̄2
d
p
d
q
−
d3 x1
∆χχ [ϕ](t, x01 ; p)∆χχ [ϕ](x01 , t; q)e−ip(x−x1 ) eiq(x−x1 )
2
(2π)3 (2π)3
ϕ̄
"
#
2 2 Z
3
ih ϕ̄
dp
=−
∆χχ [ϕ](t, x01 ; p)2 .
(37)
2
(2π)3
ϕ̄

To evaluate this expression it is convenient to decompose the propagator on the contour C
as
i −
0
0
∆χχ (x, y) = ∆+
(38)
χχ (x, y) − ∆χχ (x, y) signC (x − y ),
2
where the spectral function ∆− and statistical propagator ∆+ are defined as

1
<
∆>
χχ (x1 , x2 ) + ∆χχ (x1 , x2 ) − hχ(x1 )ihχ(x2 )i ,
2

<
∆−
(x
,
x
)
=
i
∆>
2
χχ 1
χχ (x1 , x2 ) − ∆χχ (x1 , x2 ) ,
∆>
χχ (x1 , x2 ) = hχ(x1 )χ(x2 )i − hχ(x1 )ihχ(x2 )i ,
∆<
χχ (x1 , x2 ) = hχ(x2 )χ(x1 )i − hχ(x1 )ihχ(x2 )i.
∆+
χχ (x1 , x2 ) =

(39)
(40)
(41)

On the contour in Fig. 1, we see that even powers of signC (t − x01 ) will give vanishing
[2]
contributions to Γϕ . We further notice that the contour propagators with time arguments
on different branches of the contour can be identified with the Wightman functions ∆≷
in (41). This property also allows us to define self-energies Π≷ in the same way. Using
R
R x0
dy 0 signC (x0 − y 0 ) = 2 ti dy 0 , we can then re-express
C
"
#
Z
2 2 Z t
3
d
p
h
ϕ̄
0
−
0
Γ[2]
dx01 (x01 − t)
∆+
χχ [ϕ](t, x1 ; p)∆χχ [ϕ](t, x1 ; p)
ϕ = −2 ×
3
2
(2π)
ti
ϕ̄
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= h2 ϕ̄2

Z

t−ti

Z
dz z

0

3

#

"

dp
−
∆+
χχ [ϕ](t, t − z; p)∆χχ [ϕ](t, t − z; p)
3
(2π)

,

(42)

ϕ̄

where we have defined z = t − x01 in the last line. Explicit expressions for ∆+ and ∆− in
an adiabatically changing background have e.g. been obtained in Ref. [38]. However, since
we evaluate the integrand in (36) at ϕ = ϕ̄, only the static limit is needed,5 which has
e.g. been computed in Ref. [70]. In the static limit ∆+ and ∆− are only functions of the
relative time coordinate z, which we express by a slight abuse of notation,
Z ∞
Z
d3 p +
2 2
[2]
dz z
Γϕ = h ϕ̄
∆ [ϕ̄](z; p)∆−
χχ [ϕ̄](z; p)
3 χχ
(2π)
0
Z
Z
h2 ϕ̄2 ∞
d3 p +
=
dz z
∆ [ϕ̄](z; p)∆−
χχ [ϕ̄](z; p)
3 χχ
2
(2π)
−∞
Z ∞
Z
h2 ϕ̄2
d3 p +
∂
iωz
=
dze
lim
∆χχ [ϕ̄](z; p)∆−
(43)
χχ [ϕ̄](z; p).
3
ω→0
2
i ∂ω −∞
(2π)
Here we have also sent ti → −∞, which is justified if |t − ti |  τint . In the (locally) static
limit we can Fourier transform with respect to z,
Z ∞
Z
h2 ϕ̄2
∂
d3 p
[2]
iωz
Γϕ =
lim
dz e
×
2 ω→0 i∂ω −∞
(2π)3
Z
Z
dω 0
dω 00 −iω0 z −iω00 z +
00
×
e
e
∆χχ [ϕ̄](ω 0 ; p)∆−
χχ [ϕ̄](ω ; p)
2π
2π
Z
Z
∂
d3 p
dω 0 +
h2 ϕ̄2
0
lim
∆ [ϕ̄](ω 0 ; p) ∆−
=
χχ [ϕ̄](ω − ω ; p)
2 ω→0 i∂ω
(2π)3
2π χχ
Z
∂
d4 p +
h2 ϕ̄2
lim
∆ [ϕ̄](p0 ; p) ∆−
=
χχ [ϕ̄](ω − p0 ; p)
2 ω→0 i∂ω
(2π)4 χχ


Z
∂
d4 p
1
h2 ϕ̄2
−
lim
+ fB (p0 ) ∆−
=−
χχ [ϕ̄](p0 ; p) ∆χχ [ϕ̄](ω − p0 ; p)
2 ω→0 ∂ω
(2π)4 2
Z

∂
d4 p 
h2 ϕ̄2
−
lim
1
+
f
(p
)
+
f
(ω
−
p
)
∆−
=−
B 0
B
0
χχ [ϕ̄](p0 ; p) ∆χχ [ϕ̄](ω − p0 ; p)
4 ω→0 ∂ω
(2π)4
Z
Z

d3 p
∂
dp0 
h2 ϕ̄2
−
lim
=−
fB (p0 ) − fB (p0 − ω) ∆−
χχ [ϕ̄](p0 ; p) ∆χχ [ϕ̄](ω − p0 ; p) .
3
ω→0
4
(2π)
∂ω
2π
|
{z
}
≡ I(p)

(44)
In the last steps we have used that the propagators in a static background fulfill the
Kubo-Martin-Schwinger relation


1
+
∆ (p) = −i
+ fB (p0 ) ∆− (p)
(45)
2
5

As pointed out before, we can consider ϕ̄ as static under the integral because the integrand is suppressed
for time separations |z|  τint , practically acting as a window function. However, this is of course a moving
window, as ϕ̄ is fixed to the value of ϕ at the reference time t, which itself is dynamical.
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where fB is the Bose-Einstein distribution which satisfies 1 + fB (ω) = −fB (−ω). To
evaluate the integral we need the explicit expression for the spectral function in a static
background [70],
∆− (p) =

−2iImΠR (p) + 2ip0 
.
2
p2 − (Mχtree )2 − ReΠR (p) + (ImΠR (p) + p0 )2

(46)

The retarded self-energy is defined as ΠR (x1 , x2 ) = θ(t1 − t2 )Π− (x1 , x2 ). In absence of
luons [90] and other collective excitations or bound states, the spectral function (46) has
four poles that we denote by ±Ω̂χ and ±Ω̂∗χ . Here we have suppressed the dependence of
Ω̂χ on the spatial momentum p for notational simplicity. We now shall compute the p0
integral under the assumption that it is dominated by the pole regions by means of the
Cauchy residue theorem.6 In the following calculation it is convenient to introduce


R
F (p0 , ω) = 4 fB (p0 ) − fB (p0 − ω) ImΠR
(47)
χχ [ϕ̄](p0 ) ImΠχχ [ϕ̄](ω − p0 )
2
= −4ω fB0 (p0 ) ImΠR
+ O(ω 2 )
(48)
χχ [ϕ̄](p0 )
and
F (−p0 , ω)
F (p0 + ω, ω)
F (p0 , ω)
= lim
= lim
ω→0
ω→0
ω
ω
ω
2
R

[
ϕ̄](p
)
2
ImΠ
0
2
χχ
.
= −4fB0 (p0 ) ImΠR
=
χχ [ϕ̄](p0 )
T (cosh(p0 /T ) − 1)

G(p0 ) = lim

ω→0

(49)
(50)

Note that G(p0 ) = G(−p0 ). We now compute I(p) at linear order in small ω that is needed
to evaluate Eq.(44), which will thus set all contributions of order O(ω 2 ) to zero eventually.
We find
Z
F (p0 , ω)
dp0
− I(p) =
2
2
2
2
2
∗2
2π (p0 − Ω̂2χ )(p0 − Ω̂∗2
χ )((ω − p0 ) − Ω̂χ )((ω − p0 ) − Ω̂χ )
The function ∆− (p) inherits the branch cut that ΠR (p) has across the real p0 axis, and which defines
ImΠR (p) = (ΠR (p0 + i, p) − ΠR (p0 − i, p))/(2i). This in principle makes the application of Cauchy’s
theorem tricky. Under the assumption that the integral is dominated by the pole regions the problem
can be avoided by approximating the integrand by a Breit-Wigner function with peaks of width Γχ ≡
−2ImΩ̂χ at locations p0 = ±Ωχ ≡ ±ReΩ̂χ . Since the Breit-Wigner function exhibits no branchcuts,
it is then straightforward to apply Cauchy’s theorem. In practice Ωχ can be estimated by solving 0 =
p2 − (Mχtree )2 − ReΠR (p) for p0 , and one can approximate Γχ ' −ImΠR (p)/p0 |p0 =Ωχ ; in the presence of
6

[i]

multiple poles Ωχ from bound states of collective excitations the procedure can be applied to each pole,
but their
to the spectral function as well as their widths have to be weighted with residues
 contributions
R
1 ∂ReΠ (p)
Z = 1/ 1 − 2p0 ∂p0
|p0 =Ω[i] . This procedure is only valid as long as the loop integrals are dominated
χ
by the pole regions, which physically means that the dominant contribution to all quantities of interest
comes from elementary processes between on-shell quasiparticles at leading order in the loop expansion.
There are well-known examples when this is not fulfilled, e.g., when off-shell transport [52, 84, 91] or
multiple scatterings [52, 84, 92–94] play a role.
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=

F (Ω̂∗χ , ω)
4ω Ω̂∗χ Ωχ Γχ (2Ω̂∗χ − ω)(2Ωχ − ω)(ω − iΓχ )
+

=

+

F (Ω̂∗χ + ω, ω)

4ω Ω̂∗χ Ωχ Γχ (2Ω̂∗χ + ω)(2Ωχ + ω)(iΓχ + ω)

(G(Ω̂∗χ ) + O(ω))
4Ω̂∗χ Ωχ Γχ

F (−Ω̂χ , ω)
4ω Ω̂χ Ωχ Γχ (2Ω̂χ + ω)(2Ωχ + ω)(ω − iΓχ )
+

1

F (−Ω̂χ + ω, ω)
4ω Ω̂χ Ωχ Γχ (2Ω̂χ − ω)(2Ωχ − ω)(iΓχ + ω)
(51)
!

(2Ω̂∗χ + ω)(2Ωχ + ω)(iΓχ + ω)

(G(Ω̂χ ) + O(ω))

− (ω → −ω)
!

1

− (ω → −ω)
(52)
(2Ω̂χ + ω)(2Ωχ + ω)(−iΓχ + ω)



∗
∗
2
∗


Ω
ω
+
O(ω
)
Γ
+
4
Ω̂
2iΩ
Γ
+
2i
Ω̂
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
(G(Ω̂χ ) + O(ω))

 + Ω̂∗χ → Ω̂χ , iΓχ → −iΓχ
=
2
2
2
2
2
2Ω̂∗χ Ωχ Γχ
(4Ω̂∗2
χ − ω )(4Ωχ − ω )(Γχ + ω )
+

4Ω̂χ Ωχ Γχ

(53)

=



G(Ω̂∗χ ) iΩχ Γχ + iΩ̂∗χ Γχ + 2Ω̂∗χ Ωχ
3 3
16Ω̂∗3
χ Ωχ Γχ



ω + Ω̂∗χ → Ω̂χ , iΓχ → −iΓχ ω + O(ω 2 ) .

(54)

In the last step we have expanded the expression for small ω. This yields


∗
∗
∗


G(
Ω̂
)
iΩ
Γ
+
i
Ω̂
Γ
+
2
Ω̂
Ω
χ χ
χ
χ χ
χ χ
∂
lim
I(p) = −
+ Ω̂∗χ → Ω̂χ , iΓχ → −iΓχ
(55)
ω→0 ∂ω
16Ω̂χ∗3 Ω3χ Γ3χ

2 

∗
∗
∗


Ω
)
Γ
+
2
Ω̂
[
ϕ̄](
Ω̂
iΩ
Γ
+
i
Ω̂
ImΠR
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
χ
χχ


+ Ω̂∗χ → Ω̂χ , iΓχ → −iΓχ
(56)
=−
3 3
8Ω̂∗3
T (cosh Ω̂∗χ /T − 1)
χ Ωχ Γχ

(Ωχ Γχ )2
(2iΩχ Γχ + 2Ωχ Ωχ ) 
'−
+
iΓ
→
−iΓ
χ
χ
T (cosh(Ωχ /T ) − 1)
8Ω3χ Ω3χ Γ3χ
1
.
'−
2
2T Ωχ Γχ (cosh(Ωχ /T ) − 1)

(57)
(58)

In the last two steps we used the Breit-Wigner approximation ImΠR
χχ (Ω̂χ ) ' −Ωχ Γχ and
∗
7
replaced Ω̂ = Ω. Using the above result in Eq. (44) we obtain
Z
h2 ϕ2 (t)
d3 p
1
[2]
Γϕ '
,
(59)
3
2
8T
(2π) Ωχ Γχ (cosh(Ωχ /T ) − 1)
where we have replaced ϕ̄ by the value ϕ(t) that fixes it locally. A further evaluation of
the integral would require knowledge of the functional dependence of Ωχ and Γχ on p,
7

The parametric dependence in this result is consistent with what has previously been found in Refs. [44,
48, 95], but the prefactors are somewhat different.
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which strongly depends on the details of the interactions Lχint . We can, however, already
[1]
[2]
understand many properties of the contributions Γϕ and Γϕ from Eqs. (29) and (59).
[1]
As already discussed after Eq. (21), Γϕ originates from non-local diagrams that also
appear when neglecting the feedback of ϕ on the propagators. By using finite temperature
cutting rules, these diagrams can be interpreted in terms of elementary processes, in particular scatterings with quasiparticles in the plasma. The rate at which these scatterings
occur grows with temperature because the density of scattering partners increases with T ,
and also because the effect of induced transitions leads to an enhancement of the rate when
the final states are highly occupied. The rate further grows with h2 because the scattering
amplitude is proportional to h. The result (29) exhibits all these features, as one would
expect from the general discussion after Eq. (21), and is fully consistent with what one
may expect from linear response theory.
[2]
The term Γϕ , on the other hand, is a non-linear effect that arises due to feedback of
ϕ on the bath, more precisely, the time dependence of the quasiparticle properties in the
plasma that is induced by their coupling to ϕ. The overall factor h2 ϕ2 in the rate (59)
[2]
[1]
implies that Γϕ dominates over Γϕ for elongations ϕ > T . The physical reason for this is
that the replacement φ → ϕ + η in the Lagrangian (26) induces a vertex with an effective
coupling constant hϕ that grows with ϕ.8 A less intuitive property of the result (59) is
[2]
that Γϕ decreases with T . Apart from the explicit factor 1/T , one can expect additional
powers of T in the denominator from Ωχ and Γχ because both, the quasiparticle energies
and their thermal width, typically grow with T . Ωχ and Γχ generally also grow with the
[2]
coupling constants contained in Lχint . We can therefore expect that Γϕ grows with h2 ϕ2 ,
but is inversely proportional to some power of T and the couplings that keep the bath in
equilibrium.9 The appearance of Γχ as a regulator illustrates the necessity to use resummed
propagators, which is automatically done the 2PI effective action.
Let us briefly compare the results obtained here to what was found for the same model
in [48]. The main difference is that the approach used here does not rely on a small field
expansion around ϕ = 0, i.e., it can be applied to large field elongations, provided that
the expansion in ϕ̇ holds, and that higher time derivatives of ϕ are negligible. Further, the
method can be generalised to systematically include higher order terms in the expansion
in ϕ̇. That is, we can treat systems in which the field elongation is large and the field
velocity is not-too-small, but the acceleration must remain under control. Finally, the
[2]

8

The careful reader might wonder how this can bring powers of ϕ in the numerator, since Γϕ arises from
the ϕ-dependence of the propagators, and therefore one might expect that hϕ appears in the denominators.
Indeed, in [48] the overall factor ϕ2 that enhances this contribution to Γϕ for large field elongations was
obtained from the small field expansion. In our current treatment, one power of ϕ is brought into the
numerator through the G−1
0 [ϕ] in (6) when applying (34) to obtain (37), and a second power of ϕ in the
numerator comes from the G−1
0 [ϕ] when applying (30) in (31). No small field expansion was made to
obtain this result.
9
Formally the expression (59) diverges in the limit Γχ → 0, but we should keep in mind that we
implicitly assumed Γχ  ω when using the Breit-Wigner approximation, so that this limit should not be
taken. Physically this simply amounts to the assumption that τeq ∼ 1/Γχ is much shorter than the time
scale on which ϕ changes.
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method presented here uses a more consistent scheme to include feedback effects of the
ϕ-evolution on the bath. In [48] the authors made an attempt to extend the range of
validity of the effective equation of motion for ϕ by plugging resummed propagators into
the loops by hand. This yields the danger of double-counting contributions, and a diagram
was forgotten in Γχ .

6

Discussion and Conclusion

In section 3 we presented a model-independent method to derive an effective Markovian
equation of the form (15) for a slowly evolving scalar field in a time dependent background.
The effective potential and damping coefficients can be computed from equations (16) and
(17). Similar to several approaches previously presented in the literature, our method relies
on a separation between the time scale τint associated with microscopic interactions and
the time scale on which bulk quantities evolve. The precise definition of τint depends on
the physical system under consideration and is discussed in appendix A.
The main benefit of the approach presented here lies in its generality. The method is
model-independent and only relies on the separation of scales τint ϕ̇/ϕ  1. In particular, it
makes no assumption about the spin of the fields that φ couples to, nor on the type of their
interactions, and no quasiparticle approximation is needed. Moreover, it is not necessary
to specify a particular contour in the complex time plane along which the effective action
is defined. Finally, the master equations (15)-(17) in principle permit a computation of Γ
and V to all orders in ϕ̇, though the computation of terms with n > 1 can be difficult in
practice, depending on the physical problem under consideration.
For the purpose of the microphysical interpretation in section 4 and the explicit computations in a specific model in section 5 we adopted additional assumptions commonly
made in quantum kinetic theory, including the use of the closed contour shown in figure 1, a
perturbative expansion of the effective action, a near equilibrium assumption for the background, and a Breit-Wigner approximation for the thermal propagators. We emphasise
that none of these additional assumptions are necessary for the general method presented
in section 3.
Its generality makes the method potentially suitable for the description of a wide range
of adiabatic nonequilibrium quantum systems. We primarily have in mind cosmological
applications, such as the evolution of the inflaton field during and after cosmic inflation,
warm inflation scenarios, moduli fields or cosmic phase transitions. However, in principle
it can be applied to any system that can effectively be described by scalar fields, including
systems in condensed matter or atomic physics.
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A

Range of validity

An important question for practical applications of the method presented here is the range
of validity of the approximations that enter our derivation. The two key assumptions are
that the acceleration ϕ̈ and higher derivatives are small enough to be neglected in the
expansion (1), and that the suppression of the integral kernels in (14) for τint ϕ̇/ϕ  1
is sufficiently strong to apply the approximation (1) inside the integrals. The observation
that justifies the second assumption is that δ ϕ̄(xi ) = ϕ̇(t)(x0i −t) in (14) is always convolved
with other functions that can be expressed as products of correlators, which are suppressed
or oscillate rapidly for separations of the time arguments that are much larger than τint .
We shall first use the explicit results in section 4 to verify that the expansion parameter
that controls the validity of our method is given by τint ϕ̇/ϕ  1. The expression in
(20) originates from the explicit field dependence of the 2PI effective action when field
insertions are attached to explicit vertices in the second diagram of Fig. 2. The kernel with
which δ ϕ̄(xi ) is multiplied is then given by a product of three propagators and ensures a
suppression for time separations that exceed τint . In (21) this suppression is guaranteed by
the second factor, which contains two propagators, as can be seen in (25).
2
Formally one can express the range of validity of our method as τint
ϕ̈/ϕ  (τint ϕ̇/ϕ)n 
1, where the second inequality is essential to obtain a Markovian equation of motion for φ
in our approach, and the first inequality determines the power n of ϕ̇ that can be included
consistently without violating the assumption that corrections to the kinetic term ϕ̈ are
(n)
negligible. If we want to use near-equilibrium propagators in the computation of the Γϕ
and Vϕ we need to impose the additional condition that the evolution of ϕ is slow compared
to the relaxation times of all particles that it couples to (ϕ̇/ϕ  Γχ for the explicit example
in section 5). While this last condition is important if one aims for semi-analytic results,
it is strictly not necessary to obtain a Markovian equation.
Turning these considerations into a more quantitative statement requires a specification
of the time scale τint , or at least its parametric dependence. For the following discussion
we adopt the symbolic notation ω ∼ ϕ̇/ϕ. Assuming for simplicity that ϕ̈/ϕ ∼ ω 2 the
condition for the applicability of our method reads
τint ω  1.

(60)

An exponential suppression of the integral kernels in (14) that allows for a clean definition
of τint only kicks in for separations that are comparable to the typical damping/relaxation
time in the medium in which φ resides. Using the notation of section 5 this would amount
to τint ∼ 1/Γχ . We first consider weakly damped systems with ω  Γϕ . If one, for instance,
studies small deviations around the minimum of V, one obtains ∂ϕ V ∼ Mφ2 ϕ. For weak
damping Γϕ  Mφ this amounts to ω ∼ Mφ , so condition (60) would read Mφ  Γχ . This
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condition can easily be satisfied if φ is placed in a strongly interacting thermal bath with
temperature T  Mφ . In the toy model considered in section (5) with Lχint = λχ χ4 /4!, it
can be achieved if T  ϕ, Mφ and λχ  h. For strong damping one may take ω ∼ Γϕ , in
which case condition (60) reads Γϕ  Γχ , which simply amounts to λχ  h. This situation
is, for instance, encountered frequently in the cosmological study of hidden particles [96]
or during warm inflation. In both cases we find that the condition reads ω/Γχ  1 (hence
τint ∼ 1/Γχ ), but this translates into different constraints on the model parameters because
ω is either identified with Mφ or Γϕ .
The range of validity of our method is in fact larger than these estimates suggest because
the integral kernels in (14) can effectively be suppressed on time scales τint < 1/Γχ . To see
this, we consider the equation
Z
2
ϕ̈(t) + ω ϕ(t) + dt0 Π(t − t0 )ϕ(t0 ) = 0,
(61)
which one would obtain from a Taylor expansion of (14) in field space around ϕ̄ = 0,
cf. e.g. [48]. Following our approach, we can introduce z = t − t0 and expand
Z
X ∂kϕ 1 Z
dz (−z)k Π(z).
(62)
dzΠ(z)ϕ(t − z) =
k k!
∂t
k
The applicability of our method now relies on the assumption that the first term in this
series dominates. We know for sure that Π(z) is exponentially suppressed for |z| > Γχ ,
as all thermal correlation functions are subject to this suppression [37]. Using a mock
kernel Π(z) ∝ h2 ω 3 e−|z|Γχ , explicit computation shows that each integral in the series (62)
is convergent, and that the the effective expansion parameter of the series is ω/Γχ , which
is consistent with the assumption that the relaxation time scale 1/Γχ within the bath is
much shorter than the time scale 1/ω on which ϕ evolves. Hence, we confirm that the
choice τint = 1/Γχ leads to a well-defined expansion scheme.
We now proceed to investigate whether choices τint < Γχ still give a well-defined expansion scheme. In addition to the exponential suppression Π(z) ∝ e−|z|Γχ , Π(z) typically
exhibits a power law suppression and oscillatory behaviour on shorter time scales. This
behaviour has been studied in detail in [71] for a gφχ2 interaction and it was found that
χ z+π/4)
Π(z) ∝ g 2 mχ cos(m
(fB (mχ ) + 21 ), where the exponential suppression with Γχ that
(mχ z)3/2
kicks in for larger separation has been neglected. For illustrative purposes we simply multiply this expression by e−Γχ |z| to include this suppression. Plugging this into (62) we have
to solve integrals of the kind


Z
∂ k ϕ g 2 mχ
1 −Γχ |z|
k cos(mχ z + π/4)
dz(−z)
fB (mχ ) +
e
.
(63)
∂tk k!
(mχ z)3/2
2
This integral can be solved analytically,
(−1)k g 2
√
2



ω
mχ

k 
(1−2k)/4


Γ2χ
ΓE (k − 1/2)
1
1+ 2
fB (mχ ) +
mχ
k!
2
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×


cos

1
(1 − 2k) arctan
2



mχ
Γχ




+ sin

1
(1 − 2k) arctan
2



mχ
Γχ

 
,

(64)

k

where we have replaced ddtkϕ → ω k and ΓE is the Euler Gamma function. Expanding to
leading order in Γχ /mχ , we find that the k-th term in the series (62) reads
k


 


 

ΓE (k − 1/2)
kπ
Γχ
1
kπ
1
(−1) g
cos
+
k−
sin
fB (mχ ) +
.
k!
2
mχ
2
2
2
(65)
These expressions indicate that the expansion parameter that controls the convergence of
the series is in fact ω/mχ . Hence, we can identify τint ∼ 1/mχ in (60). This is a considerably
weaker criterion than τint ∼ 1/Γχ , and it would become even weaker if one were to consider
screening effects that dress mχ into a (typically larger) effective in-medium mass Mχ .
Of course, the derivation presented here relies on the functional form of Π(z) that we
used, which is specific to the particular interaction considered in [71]. However, there
are reasons to believe that the behaviour observed here (and in particular the appearance
of the ratio between ω and an effective particle mass Mχ as an expansion parameter) is
representative for a wider class of similar systems, as the behaviour of loop integrals is
primarily determined by the frequencies that appear in the loop, with the width giving
a small correction that typically only matters near thresholds. This suggests that an
effective suppression of memory on time scales shorter than 1/Γχ can occur in at least
some physical systems, in which one can relate τint to the frequencies in the bath (i.e.,
τint ∼ #/Mχ or more generally τint ∼ #/Ωχ , with # some numerical factor). On the other
hand, the study in [34] indicated that τint should be identified with the relaxation time in
the bath (τint ∼ 1/Γχ ), based on a comparison between the numerical solutions for the full
non-local equations for the two-point functions ∆± and Markovianised approximations.
One difference is that the authors of [34] considered initial conditions far from thermal
equilibrium, while our simple example assumes a setup in which only one degree of freedom
is out of equilibrium and couples to a large thermal bath. Another difference is that the
authors of [34] investigated the relaxation of the particle occupation numbers characterised
by the statistical propagator ∆+ (and assumed ϕ = 0), while we study the time evolution
of ϕ. Finally, they considered a system with only one single (comparably strong) coupling
constant, while our example involves a hierarchy between the interaction strength of φ
with the bath and the couplings of the bath’s constituents amongst each other. A detailed
investigation of all these aspects goes beyond the scope of the this work. In the present
context we take the differences as an indicator that the smallest choice of τint that can
be justified depends on the system under investigation. The choice τint = 1/Γχ is a safe
one, but potentially too conservative, while the choice τint ∼ #/Ωχ may only be justified
under specific conditions. Finally, we should add that the difficulties in the identification
of the time scale associated with memory loss are not specific to our method, and similar
ambiguities exist in other approaches, which provided one of the main motivations for the
numerical study in [34].
k 2



ω
mχ
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